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Abst rac t - -The  star graph has drawn a lot of attention recently as an attractive alternative 
to hypercube. Due to its reduced iameter, the star graph theoretically supports more efficient 
communication than popular networks uch as the hypercube and the mesh. However, practically 
only limited results have been obtained related to the design of parallel algorithms on the star graph. 
By its own nature, the star graph seems to be inadequate for eertaln types of algorithms especially 
those based on matrix computations. Furthermore, no efficient embeddings ofhypercubes or meshes 
in the star graph are known, which would (had they existed) allow us to simulate the corresponding 
hypercube or mesh algorithms. In this paper, we show how to overcome these difficulties with the star 
graph while allowing to take advantage of its communication capabilities. We propose to consider 
the Cartesian product of star graphs as interconnection networks and we design and evaluate block- 
cyclic matrix triangulation on these networks. We demonstrate how such star graph based Cartesian 
product networks are more suitable for real applications than traditional star graphs, while inheriting 
the theoretically established communication efficiency of star graphs. We present a framework for 
practical implementation f block-cyclic matrix triangulation on the Cartesian product of star graphs 
along with a performance evaluation and comparison with other topologies. The proposed techniques 
for matrix decomposition a d mapping are of general use and can be applied to design other matrix- 
based algorithms on the Cartesian product of star graphs. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
Keywords---Interconnection networks, Linear systems, Parallel computing, Star graphs. 
i .  INTRODUCTION 
Akers et al. [1] introduced the star graph as an attractive alternative to the hypercube. The 
n-star graph is an n!-node regular automorphic graph and has a small diameter [3/2(n - 1)J 
and sublogarithmic degree (n - 1). The star graph has three significant advantages over the 
hypercube: a lower degree, a smaller diameter, and a smaller average message distance for a 
similar number of nodes [1,2]. That  is, the star graph offers a network with fewer links and 
smaller communicat ion delays. It  has a recursive structure and possesses many fault tolerance 
properties. 
Although there are some proposed algorithms in the literature for solving real problems uch as 
sorting [3,4] and computing FFTs  [5] on the star graph, the study of algorithms for star graphs has 
not rendered any major  improvements. One reason could be the nonobvions mapping of data and 
tasks to the star graph nodes. For instance, most parallel numerical algorithms require efficient 
matr ix computat ions which in turn requires a natural mapping of matr ix elements to network 
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nodes. Such mappings would minimize communication costs when performing computations 
across rows or across columns. Unfortunately, natural mappings of matrix elements to star graph 
nodes does not appear to be feasible [6]. This has crippled the efforts of designing efficient matrix- 
based parallel algorithms on the star graph. Furthermore, the known embedding of meshes [6,71 
and hypercubes [8] into the star graph do not allow efficient simulation of known algorithms. 
Hence, the study of parallel algorithms on the star graph does not seem promising. 
Motivated by these facts, we investigate a variation of the star graph that permits efficient 
solutions for important numerical problems such as Block-Cyclic Matrix Triangulation (BCMT). 
We propose to consider the Cartesian product of star graphs as an interconnection topology. We 
call this topology the hyperstar. The hyperstar presents an attractive tradeoff between the size- 
degree-diameter r lationship on one side, and the scalability, embeddability, and real application 
suitability on the other side. This topology does not merely bring a solution to the problem 
of poor scalability and unsuitability for real applications that the star graph suffers from, but 
it improves the communication capability and preserves the other attractive qualities of the 
star graph as well. Such qualities include: low degree and diameter, recursive structure, simple 
shortest path routing, fault tolerance, efficient embedding of important opologies, and simple 
optimal broadcasting. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Some background material is given in 
the next section. In Section 3, we prove some basic topological properties of the hyperstar, and 
compare the hyperstar with the hypercube and the star graph. Section 4 discusses the embedding 
of wrap-around meshes in the hyperstar. Efficient implementation f BCMT on the hyperstar is 
presented in Section 5, along with a performance evaluation and comparison with other results. 
We conclude the paper in Section 6 by a recount of the obtained results. 
2. BACKGROUND 
In this section, we give necessary definitions and notations for the subsequent sections. First, 
we give informal definitions for the star graph, the hypercube, and the wrap-around mesh, then 
we give a formal definition of the Cartesian product of undirected graphs. 
The star graph of dimension , denoted Sn, is an undirected graph whose set of vertices are 
the n! permutations on symbols from {1, 2, . . . ,  n}. There is an edge between two vertices if, and 
only if, they differ only in the first position and any other position [1]. 
The hypercube of dimension h, denoted Qh, is an undirected graph whose set of vertices are 
the 2 h binary strings of length h. There is an edge between two vertices if, and only if, they differ 
in exactly one bit position. 
The wrap-around mesh of dimension k, denoted M(dl, d2,...,  dk), has dl × d2 x . . .  x dk nodes. 
Each node in the wrap-around mesh is labeled by a k-tuple ala2.., ak, where a~ represents he 
node's position in the ith dimension. Two nodes X = ala2.., ak and Y = b,b2.., bk are connected 
if, and only if, there is a unique i such that la~ - b~ I is either 1 or d~ - 1, and aj = bj, for j ~ i. 
DEFINITION 1. Given any two undirected graphs G1 = (V1,E1) and G2 = (V2,E2), where V1 
and V2 are the sets of vertices, and E1 and E2 are the sets of edges. The Cartesian product of G1 
and G2 is an undirected graph GI ® G2 = (V,E), where V = {(xl,x2) I Xl 6 V1 and x2 6 V2} 
and E = {((x,,x2),(m,y2)) I if(xl,m) e El and x2 = Y2 or (x~,y2) e E2 and x, = m}. G, 
and G2 are referred to as the factor graphs and G1 ® G2 is referred to as the product graph. 
The Cartesian product of two graphs results in a new graph with richer connectivity. The 
resulting graph not only embeds several copies of each of the factor graphs, but might host new 
embeddings (not possible in the factor graphs) as well. Therefore, the properties of product 
graphs are obtained from those of the factor graphs. Such properties can include symmetry, 
recursive structure, attractive topological metrics (size, degree, diameter, etc.), optimal routing, 
and optimal broadcasting. These features make the Cartesian product of star graphs more 
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interesting than star graphs and more suitable for designing practical algorithms. These claims 
are demonstrated in the next two sections before presenting the target BCMT algorithm. 
3. THE HYPERSTAR 
The hyperstar is an undirected graph constructed by repeatedly applying Definition 1 on a 
set of star graphs. Let {nx,n2,... ,nk} be a set of k integers each greater than zero. For 
eachi, 1 < i < k, letf/~ i i . . . .  , wn, } be a set of n~ symbols. Let X denote a k-tuple 
1 1 ~1 ~2~2 
(xlx2 . . . . .  x~,  ~ k . .xk) ,where ~ ~ ~ lsapermutat iononf /~,andletG ~nx ' "~1"~2. . . .  ~ X l~2 " XlX2  " " " ~n~ 
be the set of all such k-tuples. The permutation ~ ~ ~ is called the ith component of X • lX2  • . .  Xni  
and is denoted p~(X). 
DEFINITION 2. An (nl,n2 . . . .  , n~)-hyperstar g aph Sn:,n~ ..... n~ consists ofrI~=xn~! vertices each 
of which is labeled with a distinct element X of G. Two vertices X and Y are connected if, and 
only i[, there is a unique i such that (p~(X),pi(Y) ) corresponds to an edge in the ni-star graph 
and ~# (X) = ~# (Y) ~or j # i, 1 < i, j < k. 
In other words, the k-dimensional hyperstar is isomorphic to S~ @S,a @...@Sn~, where n~ > 0. 
Each vertex in the hyperstar graph is a tuple of k permutations on k disjoint sets of symbols. 
Two vertices are connected if all their corresponding permutations are equal except for one pair 
of corresponding permutations in which only the first symbol and any other symbol are different 
(i.e., exactly one pair of permutations corresponds to a star graph edge). Figure 1 shows an 
example of a hyperstar where k = 2. In this figure, the two nodes (123, abc) and (123, cba) 
are connected since they have the same first corresponding permutation 123 and their second 
corresponding permutations abc and cba differ only in the first and last positions. Notice that 
the parenthesis and commas are omitted in the figure for clarity. 
Degree and Diameter  
k n It can be easily verified that Sn~,~2 ..... nh is regular of degree [Z i= I  i] - -  k and has a diameter 
equal to k ~-]~ffil [3/2(n~ - 1)J. The degree and diameter being, respectively, the sum of the degrees 
and the sum of the diameters of the factor star graphs, may seem unattractive at a first glance. 
However, the hyperstar presents a higher flexibility than the star graph in choosing the graph 
size while maintaining low degree and diameter. For instance, the $4,2 graph has 48 nodes, a 
degree of 4 and a diameter of 5. The closest star graph that accommodates 48nodes is $5; with 
120 nodes, a degree of 4, and a diameter of 6. These issues are further investigated in the sequel. 
Recurs ive Structure 
An Sn~,n2 ..... nk graph can be decomposed into I'likl hi! disjoint nj-star graphs, for any j, 
1 < j < k. This can be achieved as follows: choose~Jany integer j such that 1 < j < k, an 
n#-star is generated by varying symbols in the jth component and fixing the symbols in all other 
components. This decomposition can be applied recureively leading to the following more general 
result. 
"') disjoint S,1_pl, PROPOSITION i. An Sn1,,~ ..... ,~h graph can be decomposed into ~Lk=l p~] p, 
n2-~ ..... nh--nk subgraphs in 1"~=1 \ p~ / different ways for 0 < Pi < ni. 
PROOF. Consider an arbitrary node X and a set of k integers Pi for 0 <_ Pi _< n~ and 1 <_ i < k. 
Fix Pi arbitrary positions in p~(X) other than the first position. For each i, 1 < i _< k, let a~ be a 
subset ofpi symbols from the set f/~. Assign the symbols of a~ to the fixed p~ positions of pi(X). 
Varying the symbols of f/i - a~ in the remaining positions results in an Sn~-p~,n,-~ ..... nh--Ph 
subgraph. Since for each i there are p, ways to choose the a~ subset and Pi! ways to assign 
these symbols to the fixed p~ positions of p~(X), the Sn~,n2 ..... n, graph can be decomposed into 
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k | ni l-I,=l p,. ( , , )  disjoint Sn, - , , . , , -m ..... -k- , ,  subgraphs. Furthermore, since there are (n;~.,) dif- 
ferent ways to fix the Pi positions in pi(X), the above decomposition can be done in l'I~=, (n;:.,) 
different ways. | 
Opt imal  Rout ing and Broadcast ing  
An optimal distributed routing algorithm for the hyperstar can be obtained as follows. Let 
~(s, d) be an optimal distributed routing algorithm that routes a message from the source s to 
the destination d in the star graph [1,4]. Applying ~(s, d) on a dimension-by-dimension basis, 
~(pi(X),  Pi(Y)), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, will result in an optimal distributed routing algorithm that routes 
a message from the source X to the destination Y in the hyperstar graph. 
An optimal one-to-all broadcasting algorithm for the hyperstar is given in Figure 2. This 
algorithm broadcasts a message on a spanning tree rooted at the source node. Such a spanning 
tree can be obtained by first decomposing the hyperstar graph into star graphs, then building 
a spanning tree for each of the star graphs, and finally interconnecting the different spanning 
trees to obtain a spanning tree for the hyperstar. Here we use the recursive structure of the 
hyperstar to decompose the Sn~,,2 ..... nh graph into Sn,'s and initiate parallel broadcasts in these 
disjoint star graphs. Consider a message msg originally at a source node X. The proposed 
optimal broadcasting algorithm consists of k broadcasting stages. In the i th stage, the algorithm 
broadcasts msg in a number of Sn, subgraphs by using minimum height spanning trees rooted at 
the nodes of the form V = (Z1, Z2, . . . ,  Zi, p~+I(X), p~+2(X),..., pk(X)), where Zj, 1 < j <_ i, is 
any permutation on f~j. One way of constructing such minimum height spanning trees for star 
graphs is discussed in [2]. This construction method refers to the constructed tree for the star 
graph as Smallest Misplaced First spanning tree and is denoted by SMF,,(X), for a given root 
node X of the spanning tree. The detailed construction of such a spanning tree is given in [2], 
where SMFn, (root) has been proved to be of optimal height equal to the diameter L3/2(ni - 1)J 
of S,,. The function Parent,, (root, U) characterizing the parent, and the function Childrenn, 
(root, U) characterizing the children nodes of U in SMFn, (root) are described in [2]. Here we 
assume that a node can send msg simultaneously to a subset of adjacent nodes via different 
communication ports using a procedure Send_To_Many (msg, neighbors). A procedure Receive 
(msg, V) is used to receive a message from the neighboring node V and copies in msg, the received 
message. 
Algorithm Broadcasting 
( The message msg is originally at a source node X } 
done~----fal~ for1 < i < k 
if (my.address= X) then m~g.in--true ehm msg_in=false 
for i = 1 to k do 
If pj(my.Address)= pj(X), for all j such that i+ 1 _< j <_ k then 
if not donei then { the i th stage )
if not msg.in then Receive(msg, Parentn~ (Zi, pi(my.Address))) 
Send.To_Many( msg, Childrenn~ ( Zi, p~(my_Addrees))) 
done4ftrue 
msg.in=true 
endlf 
endif 
endfor 
end Broadcasting 
Figure 2. An optimal broadcasting algorithm for the hyperstar network. 
This broadcasting algorithm delivers a copy of the message msg to each node in an Snl,n~ ..... nh 
k graph using at most Y~ffil L3/2(n~-l)J communication steps ince it is broadcasting on a minimum 
height spanning tree on each dimension. No algorithm can perform better since there is at least 
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k one node at a distance >-~i=1 L3/2(n~ - l)J from the source node. Furthermore, the total number 
of generated messages is optimal since each node receives msg only once. 
Comparison with the Star Graph and the Hypercube  
In this section, we present a comparative study between the hyperstar and the star graphs. 
This study justifies why we are proposing this new topology based on the star graph while the 
star graph itself presents difficulties in terms of supporting real applications. Motivated by the 
success and popularity of the hypercube, we also include the hypercube in the comparison. We 
base our comparison on some of the mostly used criteria including network scalability, number 
of links, cost of broadcasting, embedding of other important topologies, and the basic attributes 
of degree and diameter. 
The n-star graph has attractive degree (n - 1) and diameter L3/2(n- 1)J relations with respect 
to the network size (n!). The k-dimensional hyperstar graph S, , , ,  2 ..... -h has degree equal to 
[>-~ffi, n~] - k and diameter equal to >-~i~1 [3/2(ni - 1)J which are slightly larger than those of 
the star graph of similar size. However, there are some drawbacks with the star graph as pointed 
out by a number of authors in the literature [9,10]. The major problem with the n-star graph 
is related to its scalability due to the fact that the gap between two consecutive network sizes 
increases very rapidly with n. This issue has been recently addressed in [10], where the authors 
have suggested a variant of the star graph called the incomplete star, which considerably improves 
the scalability of the network. The incomplete star graph allows incremental scalability while 
preserving effective broadcasting (at least for a special class of incomplete star graphs). On the 
other hand, the incomplete star graph is not totally regular and symmetric even though partial 
symmetry and regularity is present in two subsets of nodes. Furthermore, the star graph presents 
poor embeddings ofpopular topologies such as hypercubes and meshes which reflects badly on the 
portability of known algorithms and suitability for numerous real applications. The incomplete 
star graph is not expected to perform any better in these respects. 
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Figure 3. Scalability of Qh, S., and S.  1,"2,.s graphs. 
The hypercube offers a relatively better scalability than the star graph, but it has larger degree 
and diameter than both the star graph and the hyperstar of comparable sizes. The hyperstar 
graph scales better than both the star graph and the hypercube as shown in Figure 3. In this 
figure, the percentage of integer values in some interval [1, N] that match within 10%, the size of 
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at least one graph in the family is plotted against N, for each of the three graph families--the 
hyperstar, the star graph, and the hypercube (here we considered only a subclass of hyperstar 
graphs where k _< 3). These results demonstrate he superiority of the hyperstar over the star 
graph and the hypercube in terms of scalahility. For instance, about 81% of all integers between 1
and 500,000 correspond within 10% to hyperstar sizes, while the corresponding percentage for 
the star graph is below 17% and for the hypercube is roughly 26%. 
• • k_ I t .. The total number of hnks is (l-Ij-1 nj.)([T~_l n~]-k)/2 in the Sn,,,~,. ,,~ hyperstar, (n-1)n!/2 
in the n-star graph, and h2 h-1 in the h-cube. We rewrite these expressions as functions of the 
graph size N in an attempt o compare the total number of links for graphs of similar sizes. 
For an n-star with N nodes, n ~ log N/log log N by Stirling's formula. It follows that for an 
k S-,,-2 ..... -h hyperstar with N nodes, ni "~ logNjloglogN~ where N~ = n~l and N = I'lj=l nj!. 
For an h-cube with N nodes, h = tog N/log 2. These expressions suggest apparently that the 
star graph outperforms the hyperstar in terms of the total number of links. However, for a given 
desired graph size N, we can always find a hyperstar with at least N nodes that requires less links 
than any star graph or any hypercube of at least N nodes. Figure 4 shows the number of links 
required by a hyperstar, a star graph, and a hypercube of at least N nodes for different N value. 
The information in Figure 4 gives an insight on network cost for minimum size requirements. For 
example, the smallest hyperstar with at least 10,000 nodes is $7,2 requiring 35,280 links, while 
the smallest star graph of at least 10,000 nodes is Ss requiring 141,120 links, and the smallest 
hypercube of at least 10,000 nodes is ~14 requiring 114,688 links. 
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The cost of broadcasting is another criterion for evaluating the suitability of an interconnection 
network. This measure has been recently proposed as an indicator of the expected performance 
of an interconnection network in real communication problems [9]. Graham and Seidel [9] gave 
a lower bound on the cost of one-to-all broadcasting on a A-port vertex-transitive graph: 
where IMI is the message length, a is the unit transmission cost, b is the latency, and 6 is the 
diameter of the graph. The parameters [MI, a, and b are set to 1024 bytes, lps, and 1000ps, 
respectively. These choices are representative of currently available machines [9]• We can observe 
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from Figure 5, that for some N values, there is a hyperstar with less broadcasting cost than 
any star graph of at least N nodes. This brief analysis suggests that the hyperstar does not 
only present a solution to the scalability problem, but also requires fewer links and incurs lower 
broadcasting cost than both the star graph and the hypercube. 
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4. EMBEDDING OF WRAP-AROUND MESHES 
' Graph embeddability stems from the need for portable algorithms. Algorithms designed for a 
guest network are easily transported to the host network. Many results related to the embedding 
of different opologies in the star graph have appeared recently in the literature. Such results 
include the embedding of hypercubes [8], meshes [6], cycles [7], and complete binary trees [11]. 
Since the hyperstar can be decomposed into star graphs in many ways, all the known embeddings 
of the above topologies in the star graph can be easily adapted to obtain similar embeddings in
the hyperstar. It is worth mentioning here that the best known embedding of meshes into the 
star graph is of dilation three [6]. In this section, we present an efficient embedding (unit dilation 
and expansion) of wrap-around meshes on the hyperstar. The parallel BCMT algorithm that will 
be presented next is based on this embedding. 
PROPOSITION 2. An Sn,,n2 ..... n~ graph embeds with unit dilation and unit expansion a 
k-dimensional wrap-around mesh M ( db  d2, . . . , dk ) where di = ni!, 1 < i < k. 
PROOF. For any n, n > 2, Sn is Hamiltonian [8]. Consider the decomposition of an S re,n2 ..... nh 
into node-disjoint Sn# 's, 1 < j < k. Let X~, X~, X j be the sequence of nodes in a Hamilton- - - -  • • • ,  nfl 
inn cycle of Snj. Let fj be a function that maps a permutation Y of nj symbols into an integer 
between 1 and n j! that corresponds to the rank of Y in the sequence X~, X~,..., X~#I. In other 
words, fj(XJi) -- i, 1 < i < nil. We define a one-to-one and onto function F that maps any 
vertex Z of Sm,n 2 ..... nk to a vertex of M(d l ,  d2,..., dk) as follows: 
F(Z)  = ;I (p1(Z))/5 (~(Z)).../k (pk(Z)). 
Let (U ,V)  be an edge along the jth dimension in Snl,n2 ..... nh, i.e., (p j (U) ,p j (V ) )  is an edge 
in Sn~ and p~(U) = pi(V) for i # j. Since Snj, 1 _< j < k are Hamiltonian and edge symmetric, 
(pj(U),pj(V)) is an edge along some Hamiltonian cycle of Sn~. Assume (without loss of gener- 
ality) that the above fj ranking is along this Hamiltonian cycle. Hence, [fj(pj(U)) - fj(pj(V))[ 
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is either 1 or nj! - 1. On the other hand, for each i such that i ~ j ,  we have p~(U) = p~(V), 
therefore, f i(pi(U)) = fi(p~(V)). Hence, (F(U), F(V))  is an edge in M(dl ,  d2, . . . ,  d~). | 
5. PARALLEL BCMT ALGORITHM 
In this section, we develop a parallel BCMT algorithm that solves the linear system A~ = 
using Ganssian elimination method on the hyperstar. Gaussian Elimination (GE_), the standard 
procedure to carry out matrix triangulation, transforms the linear system A~ = b of order n into 
Ug = ~" where U is an upper triangular matrix. The solution vector ~ is then obtained by back 
substitutions. 
Several parallel implementations of the matrix triangulation has appeared in the literature. 
Some examples are: hypercube based parallel LU factorization [12-15], matrix triangulation on 
mesh architectures [16], parallel LU factorization on a one-dimensional processor array [17], and 
pipelined ring algorithms on a ring of transputers [18]. In general, computational complexities of 
these parallel implementations are bounded by O(n), using n 2 processors. 
Generally, there are two approaches for carrying out GE steps, these are broadcasting and 
pipelining. The broadcasting approach uses broadcast primitives to exchange the pivot rows and 
the multipliers columns. The pipelining approach is well suited for the mesh topology. It allows 
limited pivoting and proved to be efficient when pivoting is not important or when neighboring 
pivoting is sufficient [15,16]. In this section, we present an algorithm for GE on the hyperstar 
and using the pipelining approach with block-cyclic matrix distribution. 
Triangulating a matrix A of order n using GE involves n - 1 steps. Each step k can be divided 
into three major tasks, these are: locating pivot rows (Tkk), computing multipliers /T~k~, and 
eliminating rows (Ti(~)). These tasks are further explained below. 
Partial pivoting: interchange the rows of A such that 
]akk] = ~<i~<_n{]a,kl}. 
Task (Tkk) --= Complete pivoting: interchange rows and columns of A such that 
lakkl = { la ,k l}_  _ 
aik Task (T~k) -- a~k = , i = k + 1, k + 2, . . . ,  n. 
akk 
Task [T(.k.)~ i=k+l ,  k+2,  ,nand j=k+l ,  k+2,  ,n. \ ~ / ----aij-~a~j--a~k*akj, . . . . . .  
In our approach of parallelizing matrix triangulation, elements of the diagonally dominant 
and positive definite matrix A are distributed in a block-cyclic manner over the processors 
of Snl,n2 ..... nh graph. Here, pivoting is ignored. Below, we present a subhyperstar matrix decom- 
position technique for distributing matrix elements over the hyperstar nodes. 
DEFINITION 3. Let A = {a 0 [ 1 < i, j <_ n} be the set of dements in an n x n matrix, and 
let P = {Pij ] 1 < i < nl! and 1 < j < n2!} be the set of nodes in a two-dimensionaJ wrap- 
around mesh M(nl!,n2!) where n >_ nl! and n > n2!. A subhyperstar matrix decomposition 
function f : A -*  P is defined as follows: f (ao)  = Pnc where R = ((i - 1)modnl!) + 1, and 
C = ((j - 1) modn2!) + 1. 
The function f distributes the matrix elements over the set of nl!" n2! processors of the wrap- 
around mesh in a block-cyclic manner. For each R, 1 < R < nl! and C, 1 _< C < n2!, let A be the 
largest integer such that R + ~nl! _< n, and let y be the largest integer such that C + yn2! <_ n. 
A processor Pnc (1 < R < nl! and 1 <_ C < n2!) is assigned the submatrix An/nlt,n/n21 = {aij [ 
i = R, R + nl!, R + 2n1[, • . . ,  R + An1! and j = C, C + n2!, C + 2n2!,. . . ,  C + wn2!), see Figure 6. 
The parallel BCMT algorithm proceeds through the n - 1 sequential steps as follows: at the k th 
step processors do the following. 
(1) Processors Pnc where R = ((k - 1)modnl!) + 1 and 1 <_ C _< n2!, should send pivot 
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subhyperstar matrix decomposition f an A12×12 matrix over the $3,3 
subrow {a~j [ j = C, C + n2!, C + 2no!,..., C + ;/nz! and k <_ j < n} to their down 
neighbors. 
(2) Processors PRo where C = ((k - 1) modn21) + 1 and 1 < R < nl!, should wait until asso- 
ciated pivot subrow is received from their up neighbors, end it to their down neighbors, 
and compute multipliers ubcolumn {aik [ i = R,R + nx!,R + 2n1!,... ,R + An1!, and 
k < i _< n}, then send it to their right neighbors. 
(3) Processors PRo where 1 < R < nil and 1 _< C _< nz! should do the following: 
(i) wait until associated pivot subrow and multipliers ubcolumn are received from their 
up and left neighbors, respectively; 
(ii) pass the received pivot subrow and multipliers ubcolumn to their down and right 
neighbors, respectively; 
(iii) eliminate the submatrix {ai# [i = R, R + nl!, R + 2hi!,. . . ,  R + Anl!, j = C, C + n2!, 
C + 2n2!,...,C + ~Tnz!, and k <_ i, j  <_ n}. 
The program that is executed by each processor PRo(1 _< R _< nl! and 1 _< C <_ nz!) 
in M(nl!, n~!) is outlined in Figure 7. One attractive feature of block-cyclic matrix distribution 
is the higher level of load balancing it provides as compared to any square submatrix distribu- 
tion [12,13]. In a matrix triangulation algorithm, the work load on the matrix element aij grows 
with higher i and j values. With square submatrix distribution, processors holding submatrices 
to the right/bottom will be the busiest ones, while those holding submatrices to the left/top will 
be idle the longest. However, in block-cyclic matrix distribution, all processors will be evenly 
busy. The reader is referred to [19] for further discussion on block-cyclic mapping of matrix 
elements. Below, we present a model for estimating the computation and communication time 
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Program Matrix Triangulation 
for k = 1 to n -  1 do 
R/¢ = ((k - 1)modnl! )  + 1 
Ck = ( (k -  1)modn2!) + 1 
if R = Rk then  
I fR=n1! thenD=le lseD=R+l  
send (akj, for j = C, C + n2!, C + 2n2!,. • •, C + ~?n2! and k _< j _< n) to PD,C 
end l f  
if C = Ck then  
if R ~ Rk then  
i fR  = 1 then  U = nl! else U = R-  1 
rece ive  (akj, for j = C, C + n2!, C + 2n2!,. . . ,  C + T/n2! and k _< j _< n) f rom Pu, C 
end i f  
execute  (Tik) for i = R, R + nl!, R + 2n1!,. . . ,  R + An1! and k < i _< n 
i fC  = n2! then  F = 1 e lse F = C+ 1 
send  (aik, for i = R,R + nl!,R-i- 2n l ! , . . . ,R  + Anl! and k < i < n) to  PR,F 
end i f  
if (C ~ Ck) and (R ~ Rk) then  
if R = 1 then  U = nl! else U = R-  1 
i fC  = 1 then  B = n2! e lse B = C-  1 
if R = nl! then  D = 1 else D = R+ 1 
if C = n2! then  F = 1 else F = C+ 1 
rece ive  (akj, for j = C,C + n2!,C + 2n2!,. . . ,C +1}n2! and k <_ j <_ n) f rom Pu, c 
if D ~ Rk then  send (akj, for j = C, C + n2!, C + 2n2!,. . . ,  C + rftt2! and k < j _< n) 
to PD,C 
rece ive  (aik, for i ---- R, R + nl!, R + 2n l ! , . . . ,  R Jr )~nl! and k < i ~ n) f rom PR,B 
if F ¢ Ck then  send (a~,  for i = R, R + nl!, R + 2n1!,. . . ,  R + An1 ! and k < i < n) to  PR,F 
end i f  
execute  (T(:)) for i = R,R+nl ! ,R+2n l ! , . . .  ,R+Anl ! , j  = C, CTn2! ,C+2n2! , . . .  ,C + Wn2!, 
and k < i , j  < n 
endfor  
end  Matrix Triangulation 
Figure 7. Hyperstar-based BCMT.  
of the proposed parallel BCMT algorithm. 
Given a matrix A of order n distributed over the Snl,n2 graph, the hyperstar based BCMT 
algorithm requires n - 1 serial steps to triangulate the matrix A. In the k th step, the following 
tasks are performed in sequence. 
1. Broadcasting pivot subrows: this requires n2! simultaneous broadcasts in rings each of 
length n I !. 
2. Computing multipliers ubcolumns: this requires the execution of n/nl! sequential (T~k) 
tasks. 
3. Broadcasting multipliers ubcolumns: this requires nl! simultaneous broadcasts in rings 
each of length n2!. 
4. Eliminating submatrices: this requires the execution of n2/(nl!n2!) sequential (T(ff)) tasks. 
Thus, the total time requirement T for the hyperstar based parallel BCMT algorithm is given 
by 
( n 2n2 Clr~ ) (2) 
T= (n -  1) C~ + Cbrn + ~1.1Clpo + nltn2------ T 
where Cbp is the cost of broadcasting a pivot subrow in a ring of nl! nodes, Cbm is the cost of 
broadcasting a multipliers subcolumn in a ring of n2t nodes, and Clpo is the cost of a single 
floating-point operation. 
A model commonly used to describe the communication time required for communicating a
message M of dimension IMI between a pair of neighboring processors is t, + aiM l, where ta 
is the communication startup and a is the channel throughput [12,13,20]. Assuming store-and- 
forward routing scheme (message transmitted along a path stops at each node in the path) and 
using multiple-port communication, we can broadcast a message of length IMI on a ring of 
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d nodes in d/2(t, + alMI) routing steps. Applying this model to our primitives, we obtain 
C~ = T t, + a 
°"(5) C~ = -~- t= + a . 
These estimates of execution time represent the worst case analysis of the hyperstar based BCMT 
algorithm. The algorithm has two levels of pipelining: at the step level and within each step. At 
the step level, multiplier calculation is pipelined and within each step elimination is pipelined. 
In the above algorithm, these two pipelining levels can be overlapped. For example, in Figure 6, 
eliminating the submatrix in P?2 can be overlapped with multipliers calculation in P41. This 
overlapping is not considered in the above analysis. 
Assuming packet switching routing scheme (message transmitted as a series of equal length 
packets) and using A-port communication, a lower bound on the cost of broadcasting a message 
of length IMI on a ring of length d is given by (3), where a is the unit transmission cost, and b 
is the latency [9] 
C(M, A,d) = + b. (3) 
Using the above lower bound on the broadcasting cost, we rewrite the costs Cbp and Cb, n as 
Cbp = C ,2,nil , 
(5 )  Cbm=C ,2,n~! . 
Figure 8 shows the estimated execution time of the BCMT algorithm for both store-and- 
forward and packet switching routing schemes. The graph size is fixed to 1,000,000 nodes and 
the matrix order is set to 1,000,000. This figure represents he estimated execution time of the 
BCMT algorithm on an Sn1,,2 hyperstar of 1,000,000 nodes for different combinations of nl 
and n9 values. The figure suggests that the optimal execution time is expected at n, ~ n2 (i.e., 
square mesh). These results are consistent with those given in [12]. 
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The above algorithm achieves imilar complexity as those for the hypercube and the mesh 
topologies. Hence, one would ask what is the point of having a new algorithm that achieves 
similar complexity as known ones. In fact, the main contribution of this paper lies in porting 
existing efficient algorithms to cheaper networks (see Figure 4) with a comparable performance. 
The proposed algorithm is useful in the sense that no previous attempts have been made towards 
porting efficient linear algebra algorithms to the star graph. Furthermore, attempting such 
algorithms using known embeddings of hypercubes and meshes into the star graph is not a 
promising approach as explained below. 
Consider a network of P nodes organized as a square grid, and a matrix A of order n, distributed 
evenly over the P nodes. An optimal BCMT algorithm would require 
n 2n  2 _ '~ 
T=(n-1)  Cbp+Cbm+~Clpo+-~-C l ,o )  (4 )  
time units to factorise the matrix A using P processors (here Cbp = Cbm is the cost of broadcast- 
ing n/V~ matrix elements in a ring of v~ nodes, and Clpo is the cost of a single floating-point 
operation). Notice that the above equation is similar to (2) except hat the terms hi! and nl!n2! 
are replaced by V~ and P, respectively. The last two terms in (4) correspond to the computa- 
tion cost of a BCMT algorithm and are independent ofthe network interconnecting the P nodes. 
However, the first two terms (Cbp and Cbm), which represent the communication cost, are de- 
pendent on the underlying network. Below, we compare complexities of BCMT on the three 
topologies--the hyperstar, the hypercube, and the star graph. 
A hypercube based BCMT can be achieved by organizing the P = 2 n nodes of an n-cube as 
a 2 n/2 x 2 n/u grid. Hence, Cbp = Cbm = C(n/v~, 2, x/P). These bounds are similar to those 
given in [13,15] and are comparable to the bounds achieved by the hyperstar based BCMT. 
The best known embedding of meshes (without wrap-around links) into the star graph is of 
dilation three [6,7]. Therefore, for a star graph of P nodes organized as a v~ x V~ grid, we 
have Cbp = Cbm = C(n/vfP, 2, 6V~). The third parameter is six times greater than that of the 
hyperstar and the hypercube (broadcasting in a dilation 3 simulated path of length V~ nodes). 
Given that the function in (3) increases for larger d values, the star graph based BCMT is not 
expected to perform efficiently. 
The above analysis indicates that the hyperstar based BCMT algorithm achieves better cost/ 
performance ratio than both the hypercube and the star graph based BCMT. This is justified 
by the following two facts. First, the hyperstar network costs less than the hypercube for all 
graph sizes, and costs leas than the star graph for many graph sizes (see Figure 4). Second, 
the hyperstar based BCMT is more efficient han the star graph based BCMT, and performs as 
efficient as any hypercube based BCMT. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have discussed some difficulties with developing parallel algorithms on the 
star graph. We also proposed a variation to the star graph, called the hyperstar, that allows 
effective simulation of known algorithms to the star graph based networks. The hyperstar is an 
improvement over the star graph and the hypercube for at least the following reasons. First, the 
hyperstar scales better than the star graph and the hypercube. Second, the hyperstar uses a 
smaller number of links than both a star graph and a hypercube for fixed minimum size require- 
ments. Third, the broadcasting cost incurred by the hyperstar is lower than the corresponding 
cost of the star graph for some graph size choices and is lower than the corresponding cost of the 
hypercube for all graph sizes. Fourth, results on embeddings demonstrate hat the hyperstar has 
more potential than the star graph in terms of efficient embedding of popular topologies uch as 
the mesh. Fifth, efficient mappings of data and tasks (especially for matrix-based computations) 
on the hyperstar is more feasible than on the star graph. 
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We have also presented a framework for implementing BCMT on the hyperstar and we have 
provided a model for estimating the execution time of BCMT. We have demonstrated that at- 
tempting BCMT on the hyperstar is more promising than on the star graph. Furthermore, we 
have shown that the hyperstar based BCMT achieves a better cost/performance ratio since it 
performs as efficient as any hypercube or mesh based BCMT, but using a cheaper network. The 
data mapping techniques presented in this paper can be employed for a wide range of linear 
algebra algorithms. Hence, many of the existing efficient algorithms designed for the hypercube 
and the mesh topologies can be ported to the hyperstar. 
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